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Title: CopperCube 5 Game Engine
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education, Software Training, Utilities
Developer:
Ambiera e.U.
Publisher:
Ambiera e.U.
Release Date: 1 May, 2015

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10 or later

Processor: Intel Celeron, Athlon Sempron or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct 3D 9 compatible or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 60 MB available space

English,German,French,Arabic,Russian,Turkish,Simplified Chinese,Polish,Czech
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I purchased this as someone with no coding experience and found it quite interesting. With some external 3D objects I quickly
put together a splash\/menu screen and a level behind it. This was published as an .html and a .exe file with no fuss. I then had a
level that my character could explore with opening doors and good lights. But that was it\u2026\u2026 Even a timer feature
(escape the maze before the time runs out would benefit it). What I did not have was a game, just some nice graphics.

What Coppercube lacks his 3rd party content so that games can be built without coding experience. I would like to create an
RPG Game and would want the following features \u2013 easy cut scenes, turned based battle, customisable variables,
inventory\/equipment screen, random events and for an action RPG a combat mechanic (block, strike etc). For a FPS you would
want clever AI (unless zombie game), quests, inventory, cut scenes and save points. If Coppercube included some of these things
as DLC it would meet its commitment of 3d games with no programming.

It is still recommended though, it just needs some support as a simpler to learn Unity. I have tinkered with Unity, RPG Maker
and Game Guru
. This is the best software for making games, every thing in the video is true, exept its better!. I really enjoy this software!
Coppercube may be more graphically limited than other engines out there; but if you only have integrated graphics like me you
cannot run other engines, making Coppercube a great choice. If you want to get serious with this program you will have import
your own 3d models, however. All in all, this programs compatibility with many 3d models, Java support, and many options for
exportability makes it a top choice.. Great game engine thats all i8 have to say, it's much easier than the likes of Unity and
unreal as far as navigating around the toolset and with a basic but good plugin system you can add your own behaviors easily
with JS - so you can create any type\/style game you like. I picked up the engine in a sale for very little money and tbh knowing
what i do now i would pay full retail price for this engine.

To sum it up.

If you just want to get stuck in designing 3D or 2.5D games then this is for you.. I have used many engines over the years for my
hobby, and they all have their advantages and disadvantages. This engine allows you to very quickly get things up and running.
This engine comes with a load of pre-built behaviours and actions that you can mix and match to create the logic for your game,
but if you're like me you want to code your own, which you can also do using the very simple JavaScript API.

It's fair to say that this engine is not going to break any visual records, but it makes up for it in ease of use and flexibility. You
can use this as a fast prototyping system for your game idea, or you can use it to create the game in its entirety. I would
definitely recommend this engine, but would also strongly advise that you download the demo first, but please don't take the
bundled graphics and games as "all it can do", so many companies release their engines with poor assets\/content and it makes
the engine look bad.. I cannot recommend this game engine as it clearly states "High perfomance 3D Engine" but it really is
nothing of the kind.
It is obviously only meant for low-poly games :( i know this because i have tried to import a model which has a little over
500,000 tris and when i clone it or import it two more times the editor lags tremendously!

I have been making my own game engine and it can take the exact same model and import it 25 times without any signs of
frame rate droppings!

And for this alone i cannot recommend this game engine, you can hate my dislike, but it won't change my mind on this subject!.
If you would have gave this engine to me in 2004, I would have freak out. It is a descent game engine if you live in 2004.
However I recommend it if it has massive discount.
Pros;
Although I prefer english language for this kind of software, it is nice to have it in my main language. Interestingly, they made it
so well thus I ended up using it in my main language(Turkish). I congratulate the developers.
The engine and editor is really small in size. However this is the result of lesser tools. Also, it is minimalistic and really easy to
use and navigate. There are already made behaviours for certain actors thus you don't need to apply custom ai. Since it is
minimalistic it doesn't use much of the resources it works smooth and does not crash.
Cons;
As I said it has really limited tools. Terrain editor in my opinion is a disaster no one likes pointy terrains in 2016 as computer
graphics. Maybe it is the result of rendering limits. Again as I said there are already made ai behavior which is good but if you
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need a custom one it is hard to make. I could not find any script editor or something to write some codes to define a behavior.
Lighting system and level editor do not seem descent.
No idea;
I have no idea how it handles fbx files etc, it doesn't have an easy asset manager. Also I'm not sure but I think it does not have
PBR material system or it is hidden in somewhere which shouldn't be.
Final decision
If it has discount around 80% and you want to start with a game engine, buy it at least you learn how to apply basic principles,
and when you get experience you won't be using it anymore and know how descent engines differ from copper cube. You
cannot create playable computer games with it.
If it has discount more than 50% and you want to create simple android games, buy it. You can create playable mobile games..
like beautiful softwear, even if very bare and useless and nowadays a lot behind (I recommend making more updates as it is
more than a month since I have the softwear and I do not see any updates)

what about I wanted to ask the rimboros but being that I hesitated too much to ask (hoping for updates) and I would dare to say
good scam considering that with server I can do little, and not even gives you the opportunity to do a good job since it is without
programming

nice\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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I had high hopes for this game maker. I patiently waited for fixes, updates and eventually an extensive manual. All of which...
was never released. Work on a new version was pretty much kept secret by the developer (at least here on Steam) and explains
MONTHS without updates, patches, fixes or requested features. I feel so ripped off, it's just unbelieveable.

I'm far from being against overhauls of software after a previous version has been rendered fully functionnal. But in this case,
Coppercube 5 seems to only have been released to create income for the developer while he was putting version 6 together
which is now free (the basic version at least which of course has no version 5 equivalent that we've all paid for) and will most
likely end up in the same development cul-de-sac as the previous version.

I hope that NO ONE will support Ambiera anymore.. Easiest 3d software out there if you're struggling learning the bigger
gaming engines I recommend this software only draw back is-is that it's not well known and they are barely in youtube tutorials
except for John Maksym and his tutorials (in my opinion) Are a bit too fast and I can't follow along with them half the time. The
community on the official websites is very small as with other big engines like unity and unreal they're people posting questions
and answers all the time. If you ask on Steam though the devloper will respond but it's nice to have a bigger community for
those tech questions you have.

You can get started in a few min's, easy import you can create 3d maps from 2d, it reminds me a lot of RPG Maker MV but in
3d form, but like I said only draw back is the small community and lack of tutorials.. Export to html, android, windows, android,
ios or flas..

Very easy and posibility of scripts...and I have received the upgrades for free..

I could ask for 2d support.. but it is an amaizing program.
. Lets be clear, Coppercube is intended to be simple and easy to use. This is a software for non programers, or those like me
who prefer to focus on art and design, rather than typing tons of code. For this Coppercube is the best out there. Porting
between PC, MacOS, WebGl, Android, and flash is near seamless. Most of the time its as simple as clicking the publish to
option. There are tons of behaviors and actions to mix and match to do most things you will need, and their is a Javascript API if
you want even more control. I've used quite a few game engines over the years (Multimedia Fusion, Gamemaker, 3DRad,
Jamagic, Gamesalad) and none were as easy and fast to develop 3D applications than Coppercube.

BUT if you looking for a engine that supports cutting edge technologies, endless libraries of game resources, portability to every
device on the market, and constant frequent updates, this may not be the engine for you. Coppercube is actively developed by
one dev but he also has a handful of other tools he manages so updates are usually months apart. While small there is a
community that shares custom actions, behaviors, and plugins for Coppercube. Keep in mind their are graphical limitations with
this engine, so don't expect the same level of GFX as you would expect from Unreal, Cryengine, or Unity.

As with Standard vs Professional, the only real difference is that Standard limits you to 10 scenes, and there is no limit on
Professional (professional also allows you to edit the source, but if you are able to do that you probably wouldn't need
coppercube anyways). To be honest you really don't need more than 10, its not too hard out a system where you can reuse nodes
to make larger scenes to reasonably stay within that limit. You can always upgrade later if you need it.

With that said I'm still happy with my decision with Coppercube. (I have the professional version) I have been developing a
game on it since December 2016. Hopefully you find this review is useful.

. I've been a CopperCube user since version 1.x, as well as purchasing an upgrade to CopperCube 4.x several years later. From
the very beginning, CopperCube has offered fast prototyping, and I was quickly able to produce a 3d first person Flash game in
the late 2000's which earned me enough to pay my rent for a few months. I continue to use it for prototyping to this day. Neko,
the author of the program, is a veteran of 3d game engine development (he also created the Illricht engine) and he has been
fantastic with support consistently for years, which has greatly impressed me! I'm happy to see CopperCube 5.x on Steam. You
can prototype quickly using events and not need to touch code for some basic game loops, but for larger projects coding is easy
and straight forward, with a simple API and clear documentation. I highly recommend it to anyone, both beginner and expert
alike. If you are looking for an engine for fast prototyping or even full game production, especially for mobile and html5, then
CopperCube is a fantastic value.. I have been playing around with CopperCube the past couple of weeks and I have fallen in
love. 1 being that it is easy to get something simple up and running but also the option and simplistic coding. I start messing with
the action and coding behaviors and find it to be quite easy when following their tutorial (but I am coding savvy). Graphic wise
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it isn't Unity but I am not out to make a AAA game either.

I am running this on my Surface 3 so anyone who comes across my review I would say it runs smoothly on it and isn't a resource
hog which is a huge plus to me.

Things I would like to see in the future of this product:
-Built in script editor vs the current Script Window just to run and test scripts.

-An Option to remove textures and Models from the current project library would be nice. Or maybe instead of a Prefab
Window (just an option to open it)replace it with a Project Resource Window for the user to have access to things only currently
used in the active project. Yes, there is the Scene Graph but when you have something that you want to have in the scene
multiple times it would be better to be able to drag and drop versus right click the object and cloning then moving. (That's just
my opinon) or searching for it again in the Prefab library. Make it easier to organize content that is just for that project. Having
the Del key to delete items in the library would be very helpful.

-Maybe an option to specifiy more than one type of vegatation image to make landscapes feel more organic. Also the option to
have an Array of trees to be placed so that landscape trees would look more varied. With trees comes bushes since there is a tree
generator maybe a bush generator.

Well, I hope that my review would be able to help anyone. I am curious if a 6 is in the works and would love to find any
progress updates.
. Now, when it comes to game development, I don't have too many options. And some of those options can be REALLY
expensive!
I have never released a game, or developed a good one! xD
So CopperCube is REAALY good for people who suck at coding, but want to develop intuitive 3D games. Overall, I
recommend this software, but get it during a sale, like I did. It's only $15 during summer sales.. Wait for CopperCube 6 to be
released and see if it is worth your money. Coppercube 5 has not been updated for quite some time (It is last updated 6 months
ago). I dont think the developer will update this software anymore since he is focusing on Coppercube 6.

Try Godot, Armory3d. They are modern engines, free and open source, and actively developed and updated.. WARNING:
Developer has abandoned this engine and is now working on the sequel (lol) CopperCube 6 and it's free for everyone. Though
there is still "professional" and "studio" edition nonsense, there are some welcome updates to the engine (still needs way more).
I haven't tried the sequel myself but it's free, go for it.

COPPERCUBE 6: https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/857350\/CopperCube_6_Game_Engine\/

=====================REVIEW=====================

I use Unity but bought GameGuru and Coppercube just to check them out. I've had them both for more than a year now.

Development of GameGuru is painfully slow but at least you can tell what's happening (developers update regularly in forums).
Coppercube is just..dead. You get pathetic updates every 4-5 months, and then complete silence. Engine looks ancient, along
with the terrible editor (camera navigation in editor is just pathetic). It seems to be a thing with these game engines (like
GameGuru), terrible editors, which are stuck in the past and visuals which are stuck there as well.

Also, the developer of Coppercube was busy working on a game (Post Collapse) and this engine at the same time. Usually you'd
think that would be a good thing (like with Epic), but not when it's just one guy working on the engine. It isn't like this engine
now suddenly comes with all the features present in that game or comes bundled with assets used (you know, like with Unreal
4). Nope.

Anyway, I just find it funny that Coppercube has a professional edition that costs ridiculous amount of money, when engines
like Unity and Unreal 4 are free (and UE4 has source code out in the open).
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Don't waste time with this or GameGuru. Stick to learning Unity or Unreal, especially if you're an artist who wants to make
games without much programming.
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